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To: UNOLS Ship Operator Technical Support Group Managers
(for ships carrying PFPE BGM-3 marine gravimeters for data collection)
From: Dan Fornari – WHOI SSSG/PFPE
Cc:

Jim Holik - NSF
PFPE@WHOI
UNOLS Office
Suzanne Carbotte and Suzanne O’Hara – LDEO & R2R

Date: Oct 9, 2019
Subject: Collection of Gravity Tie Data at Each Port Stop and
Transmittal of that Information to R2R
Dear Colleagues
It has come to our attention that there may be some confusion regarding the need to acquire
gravity tie information and to distribute this documentation along with gravity data sets. If you
have a PFPE BGM-3 gravimeter onboard and it is part of your geophysical underway data
collection suite, gravity ties must be performed whenever possible for every major cruise,
irrespective of whether the science party is using the data. The data are recorded and will be
utilized by national databases and scientists in the future and the tie data are critical to proper
processing/analysis of the gravity data.
A gravity tie is executed to determine the bias (offset), in mGal, of the gravimeter, allowing the
user to relate the sensor’s relative gravity measurement to a known and accurate benchmark
site which is considered stable and has been surveyed in by a very precise land based
gravimeter. As such, doing a gravity tie requires the gravity value of an established gravity
station where the ship is docked. The software provided on the PFPE laptop that all UNOLS
ships using PFPE gravimeters now have onboard, includes a database of known, trusted gravity
stations that will be expanded over time. If the ship’s docking location does not have a station
in the database, contact pfpe-internal@whoi.edu for a search in an extended database.
If no gravity station exists at the ship’s exact docking location, a land tie is required before
executing the gravity tie, to determine the gravity value of “station A” at the ship pier (see Fig. 1
below). PFPE has provided Lacoste-Romberg land gravimeters to UNOLS operators (kindly
loaned to us by the National Geospatial Agency (NGA)), so we now have a land meter on every
ship operating a PFPE BGM-3 gravimeter. A gravity tie made by the laptop at a PFPE trusted
gravity station takes one hour to perform, and is mostly automated in the software. If the land
station is some distance from the ship, that travel time would of course be added to the total
time to take the measurement. Instructions to use the PFPE gravity tie interface are provided
below, and have been extracted from the PFPE gravity best practices documentation that has
been provided to all UNOLS operators using BGM-3 gravimeters. Instructional videos of key
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PFPE and BGM-3 gravimeter related operations can be found at this URL:

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AXJIJBverOOyv7ABfKclpmDtwdgdt2In
While in many cases the gravity tie data are recorded in the PFPE laptop, it has come to our
attention that many data sets from UNOLS ships that are included in the cruise data
distributions submitted to the R2R program for long-term archiving, have not included the
gravity tie data. R2R handles routine, evaluation quality processing of gravity data provided
gravity tie information is available.
We are requesting that all UNOLS operators using PFPE BGM-3 gravimeters redouble their
efforts to always perform gravity ties at the start/end of each cruise, and instruct your
shipboard technicians on the importance of this data and the need to include this information
as part of your cruise data distributions sent to R2R from each cruise.
If you have questions regarding this request, please don’t hesitate to contact me by email with
cc to pfpe@whoi.edu.
Best Regards,
Dan Fornari
WHOI SSSG/PFPE Facility
Gravity Tie information/instructions from PFPE Best Practices Manual
Definitions
Land tie

In port

As necessary to
support gravity ties

Gravity tie (shipto-shore tie)

In port

Every port stop if
possible or every 2
months, and before
each geophysics
cruise

Pre-Calibration;
determine the
mGal gravity value
at the pier where
the ship is docked
Calibration;
determine the
gravimeter bias
offset. May require
a land tie to be
executed before
this

Ship to Shore Gravity-Tie instructions
A gravity tie is executed to determine the bias (offset), in mGal, of the gravimeter, allowing
the user to relate the sensor’s relative gravity measurement to a known and accurate
benchmark site which is considered stable and has been surveyed in by a very precise land
based gravimeter. As such, doing a gravity tie requires the gravity value of an established
gravity station where the ship is docked. The software includes a database of known,
trusted gravity stations that will be expanded over time. If the ship’s docking location does
not have a station in the database, contact pfpe-internal@whoi.edu for a search in an
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extended database. If no gravity station exists at the ship’s exact docking location, a land tie
is required before executing the gravity tie, to determine the gravity value of “station A” at
the ship pier. A gravity tie made by the laptop at a PFPE trusted gravity station takes exactly
one hour of time and it is mostly automated in the software. Instructions to use the gravity
tie interface are:
Click the “Gravity tie” button on the GUI to open the gravity tie interface
Click the “new test” button on the new window
Select from the database the gravity station at the ship’s exact docking location. NOTE: if a
land tie had to be executed to determine the value of the gravity at the ship, in the
database dropdown menu select “Other – Other – Other”, then fill the fields with a
reference ID to the land tie executed, and in the “mGal at pier” field enter the gravity value
of station A that was determined at the end of the land tie procedure
Click the “Start recording” button. A progress percent indicator will display and the window
will start plotting and buffering filtered counts from the system
Go immediately outside the ship, and measure the height difference (in feet and inches)
between station A and the gravimeter location on the ship. Enter the value in the “Water
height to pier 1” field in the gravity tie GUI window
At 50% progress for the gravity tie, go outside the ship, and measure the height difference
(in feet and inches) between station A and the gravimeter location on the ship. Enter the
value in the “Water height to pier 2” field in the gravity tie GUI window
At 100% progress for the gravity tie, go outside the ship, and measure the height difference
(in feet and inches) between station A and the gravimeter location on the ship. Enter the
value in the “Water height to pier 3” field in the gravity tie GUI window
If a land tie was executed to determine the “mGal at pier” field of this window, check the
“Land tie used” checkbox
When the progress indicator shows “COMPLETE!”, press the “Compute Bias” button. The
new bias will be displayed to the right of the button
Compare the new bias to the old bias. The old bias is reported also in the GUI main window
in the “Bias” field in the bottom right corner. If the new bias looks acceptable (i.e. is
consistent with historical bias drift rate of the system), click the “Accept” button on the
gravity tie window. This will generate a report and update the software to use the new bias.
After clicking “Accept”, verify that the “Bias” field in the bottom right corner of the GUI
main window is now the new bias
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NOTES:
If the software detects a system malfunction or a “data not valid” flag during the gravity tie,
the gravity tie will automatically abort and the abort reason will be displayed on the gravity
tie window. In this case, the system malfunction or “data not valid” should be investigated
before restarting the gravity tie again
Land-Tie Instructions
A land tie is executed (and necessary) if no established gravity stations are available
immediately next to (i.e., within 50m) where the ship is docked. The purpose of a land tie is
to determine the gravity value (in mGal) at the location where the ship is docked (station A
– new station), using: a) information from a land gravity meter and b) the gravity value of a
known and well-established gravity station (station B – known station).

Figure 1. James Kinsey – WHOI, taking a reading with the LaCoste and Romberg Model G in
Halifax Nova Scotia while installing a BGM-3 on the Canadian Coast Guard Ice Breaker Louis
St. Laurent
When a land tie is required, a technician should use a land meter to record:
The time (and reading from the land gravimeter) at station A (repeated three times)
The time (and reading from the land gravimeter) at station B (repeated three times)
The time (and reading from the land gravimeter) at station A again (repeated three times)
When this data has been collected, the “Land Tie” button on the GUI opens a window to
determine the value of the gravity at the pier (station A). Instructions to use the land tie
interface are:
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Click the “Land tie” button on the GUI to open the land tie interface
Click “NEW” to start a new land tie
Enter the first set of three land meter readings and times for station A in the first station A
block
Enter the set of three land meter readings and times for station B in the station B block
Enter the second set of three land meter readings and times for station A in the second
station A block
In the “Database – section B” block, select the appropriate ship, and the gravity station used
for station B from the database. If the station B you used is not in the database, select
“Other – Other – Other” and enter all the information required to fill out this block,
including the “mGal at pier” field. NOTE: this “mGal at pier” field is NOT the value of the
gravity at the pier where the ship is docked, but the value of the gravity of station B (known
station)
In the “New Station – station A” section, enter the latitude and longitude of the new station
(A) that you are establishing (i.e., from a handheld GPS receiver), assign a name to the new
station and use the text box below to enter any note that can help in better identify the
location of the station (for example, indicate distances from bollards, from pier ends, from
easily recognizable landmarks, etc…). These notes are useful to locate again the new station
in the future
In the “Additional information” section, enter the name(s) of the personnel who used the
land meter for this land tie and/or filled out the information in the land tie window. Enter
the land meter temperature recorded during the readings in the field, and select the serial
number of the land meter used. The software automatically uses the appropriate calibration
table for the particular land meter S/N to compute the reading-to-mGal conversion
Click “COMPUTE” to compute the value of the gravity at station A. The computed value will
be displayed to the right of the “COMPUTE” button
If the value computed is acceptable, click the “ACCEPT” button to generate and save a
report.
---end---

